Deuerlein
Präzision

Competent solutions to meet individual requirements

CNC turning
CNC milling

We are flexible, quick and reliable.

We are a family-run company
that was established in 1948 as
a craft workshop, is now in the
4th generation of the family
and has been run – since 2016
– by the great-granddaughter
of the company’s founder.
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milling

In the areas of
and
, we are
your highly capable partner for machining precision parts in
individual batches and series production.
We are flexible, quick and reliable.
And we look forward to hearing from you.
Our customers are well-known
industrial companies from the
automotive, machinery and
apparatus construction, as well
as the medical engineering
and model-making sectors.

versatile.

We process and work with almost all
materials.
To do this, we work with:

Our expertise and our machines are always right up to date.

- CNC lathes,
- CNC long lathes,
- CNC milling machines
with 5-axis / 5-side machining,
- a flat grinding machine
- a cylindrical grinding machine
(centreless)
- a cylindrical grinding machine
(between centres),
- a vibratory finishing machine,
- a micro-blasting machine and
- conventional lathes and
milling machines.

With our employees, we produce all your parts with great
experience, care and dedication.
Applications such as SolidWorks, DELCAM FeatureCAM and
DELCAM PartMaker provide the best support here in combination with our know-how.

modern.

Our customers appreciate the friendly and professional approach we take with short decision-making paths.
We are very happy to meet your wishes and specific requirements and manufacture flexibly, quickly and reliably.
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together.

We are committed to environmental protection and the highest
possible level of sustainability. Since 2009, we have therefore
been a member of the Bavarian Environmental Pact (Umweltpakt
Bayern) and are using an environmental management system
certified according to QuB (Quality Association of Environmentally Conscious Businesses).

environmentally conscious.

You demand the very best.
This places a big responsibility on us.
This is why we are a company that is certified according to
ISO 9001:2015 and why we manufacture to the highest quality
standards.
To verify and document our quality, our company’s essential
equipment includes a 3D coordinate measuring machine, a contour measuring machine, and a roughness measuring machine.
Our measuring department will also be happy to offer you these measurement and control options as a commissioned assignment.
We are flexible, quick and reliable.

certified.
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Deuerlein Präzision GmbH
CNC turning and milling
Hansastraße 2
D-91126 Schwabach

Tel.: +49(0)9122 / 18544-0
Fax: +49(0)9122 / 18544-29
info@deuerlein-praezision.de
www.deuerlein-praezision.de
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